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We believe travel is about limitless 
exploration. From deep cultural adventure 
to the remote outdoors, your kit should feel 
as light and free as you do. 

This is why we make versatile clothing and 
accessories to go anywhere.

travel light : discover more
OUR DIFFERENCE



Travel clothing just 
got smarter and a lot 

better looking.  



Essentialist. 
Only take what matters. We create pieces that are elemental to the journey. 

Versatile. 
We design for breadth of experience. Wear us in a variety of ways and places, throughout 
your trip and beyond.  

Functional. 
We emphasize smart fabrics and features, keeping comfort and style in harmony.    

Classic. 

Our designs stay relevant to work across a variety of cultures.  

Premium. 

Quality counts. We are built to withstand the rigors of the road and employ superior 
standards of construction and craftsmanship.

we unlock discovery

Read More

WHAT WE DO

http://anywhereapparel.com/pages/philosophy


  “Ladies and gents, your travel 

 wardrobe woes are about to be 

 solved  — in the form  of a  jacket.”
        Brit + Co     
        1.2.16
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OUR PRODUCTS
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A ARCHIVIST JOURNAL



THE  
STOWAWAY 
JACKET

Image Downloads

Look smart. Travel smarter.

Classic in style and durable in 
construction, The Stowaway converts into a 
functional bag.

- 10 pockets
- premium poly-blended wool shell   
- technical liner 
- timeless tailoring

Simply the smartest piece of outerwear you 
will ever own.

http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/stowawayconvertiblejacket/


revolutionary convertibility.





Smart Features



THE  
ANTIPODES 
REVERSIBLE 
COAT

Image Downloads

12 pockets. 2 looks. 1 coat.

Explore vastly different locales with the 
ultimate in travel outerwear.

- reversible for two unique styles
- hidden pockets for valuables 
- weather-proof Swiss fabric
- brilliant tailoring

Because chic is often found on the other side 
of rugged.

http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/antipodesreversiblecoat/


rugged to chic, and everything in between.



THE 
TRANSFER
TOP

Pack a lighter bag with this 
reversible travel basic, and 
get multiple looks in one. 

- luxurious bamboo blend feels like cashmere
- layered with a silky wicking base
- custom dyed and embossed
- perfect for temps up to 70F/21C

Bamboo is odor-resistant, breathable, warm, 
anti-static, and holds its shape.

Wear these every day and stay fresh and 
polished.

Image Downloads

http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/transfertop/


one top. two sides. endless possibilties. 

BE COMFORTABLE

FLATTER YOURSELF

STAY FRESH

GET FANCY

with breathable, odor-resistant bamboo

with embossed details

a curved hem compliments all body types

flat lock seams reduce chaffing 



THE  
TERMINUS 
BASE

The last travel shirt you’ll ever 
need.

- made with odor-resistant bamboo
- wash less, wear more, smell clean
- a bonded welt pocket keeps passports secure
- hidden back neck pocket wicks sweat
- perfect for temps up to 70F/21C

Pack these and you’re set for a week

Image Downloads

http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/terminusbase/


rugged in performance. classic in style.

DO LESS LAUNDRY
with breathable, odor resistant bamboo

KEEP PASSPORTS SAFE
in a durable bonded pocket 

STASH YOUR CASH
in a hidden back neck pocket

BE COMFORTABLE
flat lock seams reduce chaffing



Made to last 100 years

This archival-quality pocket book is built to 
withstand the rigors of your adventures and last 
long after you return.

- buckram cover is durable and water-resistant
- 100% cotton paper resists wear and tear
- passport sized
- artisan hand-tooled construction  

Keep your travel memories preserved for a 
lifetime

THE 
ARCHIVIST 
JOURNAL

Image Downloads

http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/archivistjournal/


It all started with an impossible challenge: to go around the world in just 17 days. Our itinerary 
included a wedding in Seattle, beaches in Okinawa, nightlife in Tokyo, temples in Kathmandu, 
architecture in Rome, and cafés in Brussels. 

Were we crazy? Maybe. But travel is about trading in comfort for spontaneity and learning. To add 
to the challenge, we opted to bring only one carry-on bag. With so much to see and experience, 
we didn’t want anything weighing us down. 

The problem: finding comfortable outfits that would translate across vastly different cultures, 
climates, and occasions. Why was it so difficult to find functional clothing that didn’t look like 
activewear or mountain gear?   

“We needed clothing to go anywhere...and not brand 
us as too tacky, too outdoorsy, too urban, or too 
anything.  We needed versatility.  And we needed to 
create it ourselves.”

In 2013, we started to build the foundation for Anywhere. In November of 2015, we ran a 
successful Kickstarter campaign, and in August of 2016, we launched our e-retail site. We are 
proud to share our first items along with our philosophy of traveling light, discovering more.

our story
We needed versatility.  And we needed to create it ourselves.

Read More

http://anywhereapparel.com/pages/our-story


OUR TEAM

Nick was first drawn to travel through books growing up 
on a farm. Then, at age 18, after a trip to visit relatives in 
London, he was hooked on the real thing. He realized 
that, even though he loved stories, he could never
 imagine what he would discover once he got out there 
in person. He loves movement and rarely spends more 
than a few days in one place, necessitating a light pack. 
Nick provides planning and big-picture leadership to 
Anywhere. He helps navigate the team when 
improvisation and fast solutions are needed -- a skill he 
picked up exploring unfamiliar places.

Nick AlisaKelly

Read More Read More Read More

Kelly knew travel had to be a core part of life after she 
spent a month in Japan. She climbed Mt. Fuji, bathed 
nude in hot springs, hiked numerous temples and shrines, 
and dined and sang Karaoke with wonderful people who 
are now life-long friends. Having a diversity of experiences 
is something she attempts to replicate on every trip. The 
problem is how to pack for it all! Frustrated by the lack of 
versatile choices, she created her own. Kelly oversees the 
day-to-day operations of Anywhere and manages
 marketing, brand identity, and partnerships.

Born in the colorful coastal city of Recife, Brazil, Alisa’s 
love for exploration started at a young age. As a designer, 
she views travel as a means of connecting with and being 
inspired by new people, cultures, and experiences. As a 
recovering overpacker, she believes packing light makes 
travel more rewarding, no matter your destination. 
Whether frolicking on a beach in Trinidad & Tobago, 
exploring markets in Thailand, or road-tripping up the 
coast of New England, there is always something to 
discover. Alisa is the creative force behind Anywhere’s 
designs. She believes style and function go hand-in-hand 
and ensures every item looks as good as it performs.

STRATEGY MARKETING DESIGN

http://anywhereapparel.com/pages/our-story
http://anywhereapparel.com/pages/our-story
http://anywhereapparel.com/pages/our-story


our partners

From product development to launch, we pride 
ourselves on working with the best. Our partners 
include former Nike innovation execs and 
experienced industry vets. Our factory’s client roster 
includes Marc Jacobs and other prominent American 
designers. And, our Midwestern backyard is full of 
talent. 

Designed in MN
Made in N.Y.C.

Build for the world.



NOTABLE PRESS 

http://alexandrafloersch.areavoices.com/the-next-big-thing-fashionable-convertible-travel-clothing/
www.gemfound.com/premium-travel-jackets-by-anywhere-apparel/
http://www.brit.co/travel-apparel
http://


BLOGGER COLLABORATIONS

“The Reversible Transfer 
Top has been one of the 

best tops during my 
travels in Europe…I can 

wear it a lot and yet 
somehow, it still smells 

good!”

“Ever since I discovered 
reversible clothing, my 
closet has transformed. 

Thanks to [The Reversible 
Transfer Top’s] layered 

design, you get multiple 
looks in one: from casual 
to fancy. And the shirt is 

well made too.”

“Anywhere Apparel let’s 
you go straight from a 

flight to your next 
major agenda while not 
having to worry about 

looking like you just rolled 
out of bed.”

“Thanks Anywhere 
Apparel. Your travel 

clothing is simply the 
best!”

“[They] found the right 
balance between fashion 

and function as well as 
urban and outdoors. Today’s 

travelers are interested in 
both and Anywhere 

Apparel knows it.”

“Everyone is earning 
Arc’Teryx and Patagonia, and 

while those looks share an 
active an outdoorsy vibe, it’s 
not always the one you want 

to convey when traveling.  
Anywhere Apparel has a 

simple, functional, yet 
fashionable design that I 
think is going to be really 

successful.” 

http://www.everyfootstepanadventure.com/
http://www.jettingaround.com/
http://girlunspotted.com/
http://thetravellightworld.blogs.sapo.pt/
http://dreamista.gr/
http://www.brycemcnitt.com/


CUSTOMER VOICES



ANA
Lisbon, Portugal

POLA
Paris, France

DEVIN
Minneapolis, MN

ANUP
Austin, TX

BRYCE
Washington, D.C.

JOE
Austin, TX

ELIZABETH
Minneapolis, MN

KAT
Austin, TX

BRAND AMBASSADORS



For interviews and inquiries contact 

info@anywhereapparel.com

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

Pinterest

Vimeo

CONNECT WITH US

www.anywhere.world

http://www.instagram.com/anywhereapparel/
http://twitter.com/AnywhreApparel
http://www.pinterest.com/anywhereapparel/
http://vimeo.com/user46385742
http://www.facebook.com/anywhereapparel/
http://www.anywhereapparel.com


BRAND

Logo Men’ Stowaway Jacket

Women’s Antipodes Reversible Coat

Men’s Terminus Base

Women’s Transfer Top

PRODUCTS

DOWNLOADS

Archivist Journal

http://www.dropbox.com/sh/1u39hcka8d74ear/AACE5d6Q230Xd8UNqzv3qKnka?dl=0
http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/stowawayconvertiblejacket/
http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/antipodesreversiblecoat/
http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/terminusbase/
http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/transfertop/
http://anywhereapparel.pixieset.com/archivistjournal/
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